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ALASKA WRITERS GUILD & SCBWI ANNUAL CONFERENCE
S e pte m b e r 1 9 & 2 0 ∙ C r o w n e Pl aza ∙ A n ch o r a g e

WELCOME :: Letters to Attendees
Brooke Hartman
Alaska Writers Guild
Conference Chair

Gretchen Wehmhoff
President Alaska Writers Guild

Welcome to the Alaska Writers
Guild Fall Conference. Once again,
we are excited to work closely with
the Society of Children’s Book
Writers and Illustrators to bring
you a diverse and exciting weekend.
Through our ongoing partnership
with Alaska Pacific University, we’ve
also added Friday workshops with
several of our guest presenters.
These professionals, both those
who traveled from afar as well as
our Alaskan authors, have shown
their willingness and generosity
by giving of themselves through
their experience and time. Whether
you have a book ready to sell, a
book ready to pitch to an agent, or
an idea you’d like to explore, we
hope this weekend is a meaningful
and powerful experience. Take
time to visit with fellow attendees,
exchange phone numbers, and
business cards. We hope the pens
fly, the ideas grow, and you walk
away with a weekend of inspiration,
friendships and energy. And above
all, have a wonderful time!

It’s that time of year once
again where we break out
of the cubicle, unchain
ourselves from our desks,
and bust down the walls
of the coffee shop to celebrate and nurture our
writing with other authors. In an effort to meet
the vast writing needs and publishing goals of
Alaskan authors, we’ve strived to bring to your
backyard authors, publishers, and agents who
specialize in everything that you do, from picture
books to science fiction, memoir to paranormal,
contemporary to thriller, and everything in between.
But don’t forget to recognize the wealth that lies in
those seated around you, in other authors who live,
work, play, and write here in the last frontier.

Stefanie Tatalias
Alaska Regional Advisor, SCBWI

Autumn is the perfect time
for our conference. We’re
done (almost) with non-snow
activities and getting ready
for the long winter. What
better way than honing your
writing tools and making connections with industry
professionals so that when the arctic winds blow you
have the skills and motivation to write? You’ll also
meet other writers and illustrators, too. Be sure to
exchange emails, form a critique group, and make
friends. SCBWI is launching a series of online and
in-person events. I hope to see you at workshop,
a webinar, or even at a our new ShopTalks, casual
events for writers and illustrators. I’d like to hear
from you and what you’d like to see happen. So drop
me an email or say hello during the conference.
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2015 ALASKA WRITERS GUILD :: Board of Directors

Gretchen Wehmhoff

Tom Wiltsey

Brooke Hartman

President

Executive Vice President

Conference Chair
& Corresponding Secretary

Jeanne Swartz

Basil Sands

Laura Lancaster

Treasurer

Vice President,

Interior Chapter Coordinator

Programs & Education

& Member at Large

David Onofrychuk

Marc Cameron

Member at Large

Member at Large
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FACULTY :: Agents
Andy Kifer

Danielle Smith

Associate Agent

Associate Agent

The Gernert Company

Red Fox Literary

Andy Kifer has been
with The Gernert
Company since
2012, and before that
worked as an international literary scout
for Aram Fox. While at Gernert, he’s had
the good fortune to work closely with the
agency’s writers such as Garth Risk Hallberg,
Randall Munroe, and Chris Scotton, and
his own list includes voice-driven literary
fiction, memoir, and whip-smart genre
fiction. Before his career in publishing, Andy
coached high school Cross Country.

Danielle Smith was the
well-known blogger
behind the online
review site There’s a
Book, voted the BBAW’s Best Kidlit Book
Review Blog and host to over two-hundred
thousand page views per month. Her
children’s book reviews have also appeared
in top online and print publications such as
Parenting Magazine and Women’s World.
Smith’s expertise in children’s literature led
her to Red Fox Literary, where she works
with some of the most talented authors and
illustrators in the business. She is constantly
looking to further expand on her client
list with both seasoned and debut authors
and illustrators, working in genres from
board books to picture books to young adult
novels.

Laurie McLean
Associate Agent
Fuse Literary

Laurie McLean spent
twenty years as the
CEO of a PR agency
and eight years as an agent/senior agent
at Larsen Pomada Literary Agents before
forming Fuse Literary in 2013. Laurie
specializes in adult genre fiction plus middlegrade and young adult children’s books.
Laurie also co-founded two ePublishing
companies: JoyrideBooks.com for vintage
out-of-print romance, and AmbushBooks.
com for classic tween and teen books.
For more on Laurie, check out her blog at
FuseLiterary.com and AgentSavant.com, and
follow Laurie on Twitter @AgentSavant.
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FACULTY :: Editors and Publishing
Gary Luke

Mark Coker

President and Publisher

Founder

Sasquatch Books

Smashwords

Gary Luke is
the president
and publisher of
Sasquatch Books,
based in Seattle. Authors he has worked with
include Nancy Pearl (Book Lust), David Ulin
(The Lost Art of Reading), Bruce Barcott (The
Measure of a Mountain), Lyanda Lynn Haupt
(Rare Encounters with Ordinary Birds), Ciscoe
Morris (Ask Ciscoe), and Jack Nisbet (David
Douglas, a Botanist at Work). Prior to joining
Sasquatch Books, he was worked at Simon
& Schuster, Plume/Dutton/Penguin, Dell/
Delacorte in New York, and The Seattle Times
(where he was involved in hard-copy content
delivery at the residential level). Gary Luke
grew up in Seattle and graduated with a
BA in English from Western Washington
University. He is currently reading Being
Mortal by Atul Gawande and The Paying
Guests by Sarah Waters.

Mark Coker founded
Smashwords in
2008 to make it fast,
free and easy for
any writer, anywhere in the world, to self
publish an ebook. Smashwords has grown
to become the leading ebook distributor
serving indie authors, small presses and
literary agents. Over 100,000 authors from
around the world publish and distribute
more than 300,000 books with Smashwords.
Mark’s three books on ebook publishing
best practices—The Smashwords Style Guide,
The Smashwords Book Marketing Guide and
The Secrets to Ebook Publishing Success—have
been downloaded over 700,000 times and
are considered essential reference guides for
indie authors. In 2014, INC Magazine named
Smashwords to its INC 500 list, and named
it the fastest-growing privately held media
company in its survey. Mark blogs at blog.
smashwords.com and also contributes to
the Huffington Post’s Books section. Follow
Mark’s tweets at @markcoker.

Evan Swensen
Publisher and Editor

Evan Swensen along with his wife Lois publishes books by authors
worldwide. He has been the publisher and editor of Alaska Outdoors
magazine and producer of Alaska Outdoors television show and outdoor
videos, and the Host of Alaska Outdoor Radio Magazine. He has been
published in many national magazines and is the author of four books,
One Last Cast, Angler’s Guide to Alaska, Hiker’s Guide to Alaska, Becoming
a Published Author, Bringing Your Book to Market, and publisher of more than 500 books by other
authors. Evan claims to have the best job in the world; he gets up in the morning, picks up his fly
rod, kisses his wife goodbye, and tells her he’s going to work—and she believes him.
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FACULTY :: Authors
Steven James

Tracy Sinclare

is the bestselling
author of more
than three dozen
books, including the
Patrick Bowers and
Jevin Banks thriller
series. In 2014 he
released the first book of his teen suspense
trilogy, Blur, and a book on the craft of
novel writing, Story Trumps Structure.
Steven’s other works span a variety of genres
including non fiction, fantasy and drama. He
has received wide critical acclaim including
two Publishers Weekly starred reviews,
three Christy Awards, and was a finalist for
an International Thriller Award. Publishers
Weekly calls him “[A] master storyteller at
the peak of his game.” Steven is an active
member of International Thriller Writers, the
Authors Guild, Mystery Writers of America,
and International Association of Crime
Writers. He is also a contributing editor for
Writer’s Digest. He has a master’s degree
in storytelling and has taught writing and
creative communication around the world.
When he’s not writing or speaking, you’ll
find him trail running, rock climbing, or
drinking a dark roast coffee near his home in
eastern Tennessee

is the Weekend
Meteorologist for
KTUU-Channel 2
News and a multipublished romance
author. Tracy moved
to Alaska with
her family in 1972 when her father was
transferred to Elmendorf Air Force Base. She
began reading romances in the 7th grade
when she discovered Victoria Holt novels
and began writing romances at the age of
16, during Trigonometry. During her senior
year in high school, the class dressed up as
what they would be in twenty years—Tracy
dressed as a romance writer. At her 20 year
high school reunion, Tracy handed out cards
announcing the sale of her first novel.

Boone Brux has lived all over the world, finally settling in the icy
region of Alaska, where she writes full time. Always looking for the next
adventure, it’s not unusual to find her traversing the remotest parts of
the Alaskan bush. No person or escapade is off limits when it comes to
weaving real life experiences into her books or blogs. As a bestselling
author, Boone’s books range from high fantasy to humorous paranormal.
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FACULTY :: Authors
Jolene B Perry

Marc Cameron
is a USA Today
Bestselling author,
a retired Chief
Deputy US Marshal
and a 29-year law
enforcement veteran.
His short stories have
appeared in Boys’ Life Magazine and the
Saturday Evening Post. He’s published
ten novels. Time of Attack, fourth in
his Jericho Quinn Thriller series, is his
newest release—February of 2014 from
Kensington. Marc is represented by Robin
Rue of Writers House Literary Agency.
He lives in Alaska with his beautiful bride
and BMW motorcycle. Visit him at www.
marccameronbooks.com

is the author of
over a dozen books,
including Knee
Deep, My Heart
for Yours, Out of
Play, The Summer
I Found You, and
the recently released Stronger Than You
Know and Love Blind. She wears juvenile
T-shirts, worn-out Chucks, and eats too
much chocolate. Her degree in political
science and French somehow led her to
be a middle school math teacher. Now
she writes. A lot. She’s a lover of words,
stories, smart girls, sweet boys, growing
up, falling in love, and all the stuff that
happens in between. She’s represented
by Jane Dystel of Dystel and Goderich
and writes for Entangled Teen, Albert
Whitman Teen, and Simon Pulse. She
also writes speculative fiction under the
name AJ Brooks and New Adult under
the name Mia Josephs. Visit her at
http://joleneperry.wordpress.com/
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Need help with your manuscript, poem, play, short story,
essay, or non-fiction piece? Let me help you!
My name is Kellie Doherty. I’m a freelance editor based
out of Portland, Oregon.
I specialize in three areas:

Developmental
Copyediting
Proofreading
1969 SW Park Ave
Portland, OR 97201
kellie.f.doherty@gmail.com
@Kellie_Doherty
Check out the rest of my work at:
http://editreviseperfect.weebly.com/
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SCHEDULE
Friday, September 18
Alaska Pacific University, Carr Gottstein Building
4101 University Drive, Anchorage
PLEASE NOTE: Times, breakout sessions, and topics subject to change

9:00am–12:00pm Optional Intensive
Danielle Smith, Agent, Red Fox Literary

Picture Books: What’s Working and How to Get Things Moving
Writers will explore ways to create stories and ideas that connect to their
core readership: children

1:00pm–4:00pm

Optional Intensives
Danielle Smith,
Agent, Red Fox
Literary

Steven James,
Author

Story Trumps
Structure: How to
Write Unforgettable
The most dangerous point Fiction by Breaking
the Rules
of the author/reader
MG and YA: Where to
Begins

relationship happens
on the first page of your
story. Readers are at
their most skittish on
that perilous first page
and may flee at the least
dangling of a participle. It
is here at the threshold of
the story that the reader
decides, “Should I stay
or should I go?” So how
does an author go about
getting them to stay?
In this intensive, Smith
will examine what makes
a successful opening to
a novel, looking at real
world examples from
both manuscripts and
recently published books.
Time will be allowed to
work on your manuscript
and get feedback from
your peers and the
instructor

When you focus
on what lies at the
heart of story—
tension, desire, crisis,
escalation, struggle,
discovery—rather than
plot templates and
formulas, you’ll begin
to break out of the box
and write fiction that
resonates with your
readers. This workshop
is filled with practical
insights, dozens of
ways to fix plot flaws,
time-tested writing
secrets and easy-toimplement ideas.
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Mark Coker, Founder
of Smashwords

Part 1: An
Introduction to Ebook
Self-Publishing.

Mark will cover
everything authors need
to know to self-publish
an ebook.

Part 2: 16 Secrets of
the Bestselling Indie
Ebook Authors.

Learn how to selfpublish with pride and
professionalism.

Part 3. How to Hit the
Bestseller List with
Ebook Preorders.

Attendees will hear case
study examples of how
Smashwords authors
have used preorders to
hit the top of the charts,
and leave with actionable
information they can put
to immediate use

SCHEDULE
Saturday, September 19
Crowne Plaza Hotel
109 West International Airport Road, Anchorage
PLEASE NOTE: Times, breakout sessions, and topics subject to change

8:00am–8:30am

Registration & Coffee

8:30am–8:50am

Welcome & Opening Remarks

8:50am–9:40am

Keynote Address
Steven James, Author

Truths that Lying has Taught Me
9:40am–9:50am

Break: Please Exit Ballroom for Setup

9:50am–10:50am

Breakout Sessions
1A

1B

1C

Andy Kiefer

Mark Coker

SCBWI track

Anatomy of a
Bestseller

How to Navigate
Danielle Smith
Today’s Changing
Nuts and Bolts and
Publishing Landscape Beyond, Writing for
Children and Teens

Even if you’ve landed
an agent and found a
publisher, the paths to
success (or lack thereof)
can be very different.

10:50am–11:00am

Break

11:00am–12:00pm

Breakout Sessions

The difference between
age groups, trends in
publishing, and knowing
when your work is ready
to submit.

2A

2B

2C

Boone Brux and
Tracy Sinclare

Gary Luke

SCBWI track

Understanding the
Nonfiction Book
Proposal

Laurie McLean

True Romance!

Writing a love story
rated G to R, from first
blush to the bedroom
and beyond.

How to present your
idea, yourself, and
your readers to get a
publisher interested
(for writers of adult and
children alike)!
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Agent Secrets

A primer on what an agent
does, how to get one, and
how to be the perfect client
(for writers of adult and
children alike!)

SCHEDULE

Saturday, September 19 continued
12:00pm–1:00pm

Lunch with Conference Faculty
Juried Illustrator Portfolio Display and Member Book Sales &
Signings

1:00pm–2:00pm

Breakout Sessions
3A

3B

3C

Marc Cameron

Jolene Perry

SCBWI track

Adding Punch to Your
Novel

The Mixed-Up Life of
a Hybrid Author

Danielle Smith

How to write action and
fight scenes.

2:00pm–2:10pm

Break

2:10pm–3:10pm

Breakout Sessions

Welcome to the
21st century, where
e-Publishing and
traditional publishing
can be friends!

Why Write Kidlit (And
Why Not)?
What motivates you to
write? Where do you
get your ideas? What
changes a good idea into
a great one?

4A

4B

4C

Evan Swensen

Steven James

SCBWI track

Bring Your Book to
Market!

How to Create
Three-Dimensional
Characters

Illustrator Breakout

How to get your book
into Barnes & Noble,
independent booksellers,
and distributors; from
an ISBN to a Library of
Congress number.

Multi-dimensionality
for all characters
from antagonists to
protagonists.

3:10pm–3:20pm

Break Please Exit Rooms for Setup

3:20pm–4:20pm

Faculty Panel

Capture Your
Character

Examine what goes
into creating a stand
out character from the
illustrators perspective

Danielle Smith, Laurie McLean, Andy Kifer, Gary Luke, and Evan
Swensen

First Pages Session!
4:20pm–4:45pm

Saturday Closing Remarks

5:30pm–7:00pm

Awards Banquet
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SCHEDULE
Sunday, September 20
Crowne Plaza Hotel
109 West International Airport Road, Anchorage
PLEASE NOTE: Times, breakout sessions, and topics subject to change

8:00am–8:30am

Coffee & Refreshments

8:30am–8:50am

Welcome & Opening Remarks

8:50am–9:40am

Keynote Address
Laurie McLean: WHY YOU DON’T NEED AN AGENT!

If you don’t have a literary agent, you aren’t a real author. FALSE! Agent Laurie
McLean will share insights from the trenches on the revolution going on in
publishing and why it is no longer impossible to get published without an
agent.

9:40pm–9:50pm

Break: Please Exit Ballroom for Setup

9:50am–10:50am

Breakout Sessions
5A

5B

5C

Andy Kifer

Gary Luke

Steven James

Agent Querying 101

The Life of a Book
from Idea to first
Royalty Statement

Pulling the Rug Out

6A

6B

6C

Tracy Sinclare and
Boone Brux

Marc Cameron and
Jolene Perry

Laurie McLean

Busting Through
Writer’s Block

Finish Your Novel in
Nine Months!

How to use social
media to sell more
books.

From query letters to
pitches, synopses, and
more!

10:50am–11:00pm

Break

11:00pm–12:00pm

Breakout Sessions

Proposal to contract,
editing, design,
marketing, and publicity.

Writing on a deadline.

12:00pm–1:00pm

Genre & Critique Group Lunch

1:00pm–2:00pm

Author Panel

How to craft twists
your readers will never
see coming

Author Marketing

Boone Brux, Jolene Perry, Tracy Sinclare, Marc Cameron, and
Steven James

2:30pm–3:00pm

Closing Remarks
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SCHEDULE

Sunday, September 20 continued
9:00am–12:00pm

Illustrator Intensive (location TBA)

*Danielle Smith: Illustrator Intensive, Telling a Story with Words!

Illustrations for children can vary widely, but they should all tell a story, keep the eye moving, and
encourage a page turn. We’ll work in a hands-on, one-on-one workshop that will help each participant
learn how you can incorporate these important aspects into your own style. Additionally we’ll learn about
how to make your illustrations stand out in today’s market, and cover what makes a standout portfolio and
the importance of the author in your process as an illustrator. This workshop is for all levels. Even writers
will find it valuable to see what your co-creatives are doing. Bring your images and art or just yourself, and
leave with ideas and confidence.

Editor-for-Hire
Revise and Get Published
Structure
Content
Craft
Query
Synopsis
Treatment
---Affordable Rates---

S. Tatalias

Author
Regional Advisor SCBWI AK
statalias@me.com
Statalias.com
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SCHOLARSHIPS
Doris Dearborn
Memorial Scholarships
Three full scholarships to the 2014 Alaska Writers Guild Conference have been awarded in
memory of Doris J Dearborn (1916–2011) who devoted her life to helping others, especially
in Alaskan horticulture. For many years, she grew and sold vegetables and fruit nurtured on a
Matanuska Valley farm. Her apple orchard was a late summer draw for many elementary school
classes. As with her greenhouses, Doris was as much a teacher as a gardener. She kept copious
notes, daily work task sheets, ordered seeds and managed the associated finances. While in her
seventies, she wrote a memoir of her life and her late husband’s including immediate family,
extended family, and genealogy dating prior to the Revolutionary War. The finished work is the
result of untold hours of research, combing through letters, photos and ancestral history.

Patti Misko
Conference Scholarships
Patti Misko takes time out from her summer gardening chores to offer three $100 donations to
writers wanting to attend the Alaska Writers Conference. She has been doing this since 2007 and
hopes to continue, God willing and the creek don’t rise.

The Lin Halterman
Memorial Scholarship
All silent auction proceeds benefit the Lin Halterman Scholarship in memory of Linda L.
Halterman, a charter member and the second secretary of the Alaska Writers Guild. An
indefatigable worker, she plowed into projects with a focus that was never diverted. Her work
continued until one summer day in 2009, when she was diagnosed with non-smokers lung
cancer and given six months to live. She finished her family legacy, “Journey of a Lifetime,” and
fought the issue of cancer with as much determination as she mustered in her other pursuits. Her
husband, John, and her family approved the Lin Halterman Memorial Scholarship, and in her
memory the Alaska Writers Guild raises the money through an annual silent auction to provide a
$1,000 scholarship to a local college student majoring in creative writing.
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NOTES
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SPECIAL THANKS

Thank you, also, to our tireless 2015 Supporters and Volunteers:
Telaina Muir
Lynn Lovegreen
Jen Funk-Weber
Bobbi Porter
Ann & Ray Lyons
Evan Swensen

Tom Wiltsey
Nan Potts
Carmen & Rodger Davis
David Onofrychuk
Jim Misko
Barry Dearborn

and the many others who put in hours upon days to make this conference possible.
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